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INTRODUCTION 
 
Lillian Beard is a treasure, plain and simple. I can’t thank Bill Moody enough for 
capturing her stories so we can share in her wisdom. As a fellow interpreter, who 
also has Deaf parents, Lillian’s stories resonate deeply, not only on a personal and 
experiential level, but also on a professional one. Her personal narrative is in many 
ways the narrative of our profession. Through her anecdotes we can uncover the 
underlying values that were the cornerstone of the interpreting profession. In a field 
that is rapidly changing and moving away from Deaf community ties, collective 
culture values, and becoming solely an economic relationship, her journey and its 
lessons are of even more importance now. 
 
Lillian’s reminiscences are a call to remind us of the values that RID were founded 
on, to remind us of the importance of community, (in its broadest sense as well as its 
specific connection to the Deaf community), to remind us to honor those who gave 
us the language, to honor the value of interpreting as a service to fellow human 
beings, to remind us that there is nothing nobler than to help another human being. 
These values were the foundation of our field. As we have become more 
‘professionally’ oriented, we have lost some of the sentiments and values that shaped 
our community ethic, motivations that shaped our field. Lillian’s stories are a way to 
return to our origins and reflect on what we need to re-examine and reclaim as we 
move forward. 
 
To me, as a fellow coda interpreter, Lillian’s message evokes the same feelings as 
George W. Veditz, and that is quite simply, hope. I can almost hear her say and 
sign,  “As long as we have people who are friends of the Deaf community, we will 
have interpreters.”  Not just people who learned sign language to earn a living, but 
those who bring their heart and spirit to a community to help the world be a better 
place.  
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How to incorporate this DVD into your teaching curriculum: 
 
There are several ways to use this DVD as a teaching tool. I have found it to be a 
very powerful resource to use when teaching Ethics. This DVD along with Dennis 
Cokely’s Exploring Ethics: A Case for Revising the Code of Ethics, and Shifting 
Positionality: A Critical Examination of the Turning Point in the Relationship of 
Interpreters and the Deaf Community 1, and Lou Fant’s Silver Threads are 
resources that help us frame Lillian in a larger political context. These readings along 
with Lillian’s stories lead us to re-examine the origins of our field and help us 
critically examine our current position. 
 
Lillian’s stories help us uncover some of the values that were the foundation of our 
profession. Her anecdotes are also a window onto the past, and help us see what 
Deaf life was like in the early 1900’s. Her recollections of how she began interpreting 
are a great roadmap of nascent interpreter strategies and tools, a look at the 
beginnings of sign language interpreting as a field. What are the strategies she used? 
How did she mentor? How did she choose future interpreters? She clearly had a 
triadic approach and included the hearing person in building the interpretation as 
much as the Deaf person. What values guided her decision making?  
 
Like Danica Seleskovitch, Lillian, without formal training or access to research in the 
field, clearly understood “speech, thought, speech” to be an essential part of 
interpreting. 
 
But there was a time when she realized she needed “mentoring” from the Hearing 
community. This revelation is a great prompt we can use to explore our own 
personal and social filters and think about what we need to strengthen in our own 
work.  And it is a reminder of the lengths to which the non-codas must go to seek 
and obtain mentoring from the Deaf community, including even finding a Deaf 
family to live with for a certain time to really enter the Deaf World. 
 
Lillian’s Stories can be used as a historical document to look at changes not only in 
the profession, but in the society at large, and the shifts in relationships between 
interpreters and the Deaf community. They also constitute an ethical treatise. In the 
past, how did we evaluate if we were successful as interpreters or not? Who had the 
power in determining who entered the field and if the interpretation was successful? 
Who were our teachers? These are just a few ways this DVD can be used to spark 
inquiry along these lines. Below I have listed a few other ways you can use this DVD 
as a teaching guide. 
 
1 – Note, these articles are included at the end of this document. 
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1. Examining values 
 
Bill Moody said when he was working on this DVD he was struck with the fact that 
Lillian was constantly trying to make people happy: making sure the Judge was 
satisfied with her work and the illiterate Deaf defendant felt that he was ‘heard’, 
opening up new vistas for her Deaf friends through interpreting but only when they 
wanted it, etc. Though we smile at the sentiment, and think how quaint, and then 
quickly discount ‘happiness’ as  non-‘academic’, it was a pillar of Lillian’s practice 
and is in fact central to the idea in HH Dali Lama’s, Ethics of the New Millenium. 
“We all desire to be happy and avoid suffering. Our every intended action, in a 
sense our whole life –  how we choose to live it within the context of limitations 
imposed by our circumstances – can be seen as our answer to the question, ‘How 
am I to be happy?’”  
 
In a culture that prides itself on being “me” oriented, we often see helping another, 
or considering another’s happiness, as a concern for religion, not for our profession. 
Many codas have expressed feelings of losing themselves because they grew up 
feeling that they always put others first. (Lillian also alludes to this in her stories when 
she talks about the need to find a balance of caring for one’s self and for others.) 
This call to thinking about other’s happiness, may be very charged indeed. But what 
if we were to explore in context, what the expectation of happiness would be in an 
interpreted interaction. It seems to me, at its most basic level, it means an interpreter 
who is fluent, capable, culturally facile and knowledgeable, respectful of the 
individuals and the exchange between the individuals.  
 
This right to happiness then is an element that can be explored with more or less 
refinement in an ethics course. 
 
2. History of our field 
 
Lillian’s recollections, along with Lou Fant’s SIlver Threads, are invaluable resources 
to help us examine our roots. You can delve into issues about how interpreters were 
chosen and groomed. Not all codas were or became interpreters, contrary to 
popular belief, so what criteria did Lillian use when she recruited interpreters? Who 
chose the interpreters?  How were they taught? How were they groomed, and by 
whom? Who inevitably decided if an interpreter stayed in the field or not? Compare 
this with today. Has the power shifted in the field? How is recruitment of 
interpreters done today?  What are some of the benefits and drawbacks to these 
changes? 
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What kind of attributes did Lillian look for in an interpreter? Do you think these are 
valuable attributes to have? Why? Make a list of attributes you think are important 
for an interpreter to have. Do you think Deaf people would identify the same traits? 
If yes, why are these important attributes? If no, what kind of attributes would the 
Deaf person want an interpreter to have? If they are different, what does this say 
about our values and vision of the field? 
 
How were the first members of RID recruited? How did RID get its name? What 
was the impetus for making a registry? Before we had specialized fields, Lillian 
already recognized that interpreters had more expertise or interest in certain areas 
than others, and developed her list accordingly. What do you think about that? 
What does this indicate about our field even at the onset?  How many interpreters 
today consider themselves ‘generalists’ as opposed to ‘specialists?’ 
 
In the early days of interpreting, codas and community interpreters grew together. 
Often codas taught new interpreters and welcomed them in the field. Stories of 
growing up with deaf parents and the experiences of a coda were commonly shared, 
and part of the fabric of our cultural knowledge. Do you think this is still true? Are 
coda stories shared within interpreting circles like before? When they are, how are 
they received?  If you think there has been a shift, why do you think it has changed? 
 
3. Value of community relationships 
  
In describing our current culture, HH Dali Lama points out, “in place of our 
dependence on one another for support, today, whenever possible, we tend to rely 
on machines and services... Modern organized living demands the least possible 
direct dependence on others... With these developments (reliance on paid help, 
technology) there has arisen a sense that my future is not dependent on my 
neighbor...This in turn, encourages us to suppose that because others are not 
important for my happiness, their happiness is not important to me.” Lillian’s 
journey as an interpreter illustrates many ways communities worked together, and 
how membership was defined. Even her emergence as an interpreter in church, 
devising strategies for interpretation point to an intuitive understanding of the need 
to build communities. She also saw herself as a link to communities, a community 
builder, as it were. Do we still see ourselves that way? Do you think that this 
particular view is only relevant in religious interpreting or does it extend beyond 
that? 
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Dennis Cokely’s article, Shifting Positionality: A Critical Examination of the Turning 
Point in the Relationship of Interpreters and the Deaf Community  is also a great 
resource to use along with this DVD. Cokely’s article is particularly valuable in 
exploring the shift in our values in the field and how that, in turn, affects the political 
relationship between interpreting and the Deaf community. Did the calling of 
interpreter begin more deaf-centric and have we moved to be more hearing-centric 
in our approach? If so, what are the consequences of this ideological shift? 
 
Because Lillian is so open and vibrant she welcomes introspection. We can use her 
stories as a guide to look at our own process of interpreting. How do I build a team? 
What do I do when I don’t understand the content? What values guide my decision-
making process? Why am I an interpreter?  There are, I am sure, many more areas 
to be mined for discussion from this treasure. Have fun with it, the journey to the 
past with Lillian as a guide is quite tender, insightful and thought provoking.  
 
 
 
 
 
Articles by Dennis Cokely in this document: 
 
Exploring Ethics pp. 6 – 22 
 
Shifting Positionality  pp. 23 - 36 
































































